
Necklaces and Pendants 
*Sterling Silver Box Chain can be purchased with 
any necklace for an additional $30 
 

Silver Oxidized Necklaces 
 

Kennedy Catherine 18” $120 
Jane 18” $100 

Madisyn    16-28" $70     30-40" $80 
 

Sterling Silver Necklaces 
 

McKinley A $48 
Samantha $60 

Sterling Simple Cross $75 
Sterling Dolores Cross $90 

Sterling Josephine Cross $75 
Sterling Simple Cross $75 
Sterling Clara Cross $80 
Sterling Cathy Heart $75 
Sterling Sierra Heart $ 85 
Sterling Megan Heart $80 

Sterling Elizabeth Heart $80 
Sterling Lotus Pendant $100 

Sterling Tree of Life $100 
Sterling Shelly Bead Cage $85 

Sterling Shirley Bead $60 
Sterling Kathleen Celtic Knot $85 

Sterling Suzanne Knot $75 
Sterling Gloria Oval Pendant $68 

 

Silver Plate Necklaces 
 

Alexandra $65 
Memory Locket Heart $78 
Memory Locket Round $78 

 

Stainless Steel Necklaces 
 

Stainless Steel Celtic Cross $85 
Stainless Steel Paul Cross $85 
Stainless Steel Jan Cross $85 

Stainless Steel Star of David $75 
Round Stainless Steel Star of David $80 

Stainless Steel Regan Cristene $80 
Stainless Steel Heart $80 

  

Earrings 
All earrings are available in clip-on, post or 
French hook.   
Sterling Silver Clip-on add $10 

 

Silver Plated Earrings 
 

Alexandra $40 
 
 

Sterling Silver Earrings 
 

McKinley $35 
Kennedy Catherine $40 

Madisyn $35 
Samantha $40 

Jane $40 
Sterling Hearts Post $48 

Sterling Caroline $48 
Sterling Open Filigree Heart $48 

Sterling Modern Swirl Dangle $48 
Sterling Endless Celtic Knot $48 

Sterling Endless Knot $48 
Sterling Shirley Bead Post $48 

Sterling Triquetra $48 
Sterling Tree of Life $48 

 
 

 
 
*Capture Bead Keepsakes are not responsible for 
any damages to your handmade keepsakes caused 
by improper use, care or handling. 

 
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
 
How many flowers do I need for each item? 
 ~It only takes a small amount of flowers to 
create many items.  Out of one large rose, it 
can produce up to three bracelets or one full 
rosary.   Any type of flower can be used to 
make Capture Bead Keepsakes.  If using 
flowers with small blossoms, please send 5-6 
blooms per rosary.  
 
What Color will the beads be? 
~ The color of your Capture Bead Keepsake is 
determined by the color of the flower, or 
flowers you select.  However, any flower can 
be made into a black bead.  You may also 
choose to marble up to three colors together, 
either from multiple flowers of from flowers 
containing more than one color. 
 
How long will it take to receive my 
completed order? 
~Each keepsake is carefully handcrafted just 
for you, so please allow 8-12 weeks for 
delivery.         
  
What happens to any flowers that are left 
over? 
~The flowers are stored for three years at the 
Capture Bead Warehouse. 

 
 

How do I take care of my beads? 
~ The beads are water resistant, not 
waterproof.  If they are exposed to water, dry 
them immediately with a soft cloth.  Do not 
expose beads to any harsh chemicals, as this 
may cause irreparable damage. 

 

 
309-797-1900 

www.RaffertyFunerals.com 

 
 

Capture Beads 
 
 

To view pictures of all capture 
beads visit 

www.RaffertyFunerals.com 
 
 

Please call 
Rafferty Funeral 
Home to order 

your flower 
beads 

309-797-1900 
 
 

Prices effective 
11/1/2016 and are 
subject to change 
without notice. 

http://www.RaffertyFunerals.com
http://www.RaffertyFunerals.com


Keepsake Items 
Full Rosary $135 

 The traditional rosary is 
crafted with a base metal 
crucifix and miraculous 
medal.  It also features 
silver caps on each bead.  Its 
color will be the same as the 
flower that is used to create 
it.  For a more masculine 
feel the rosary can be made 
without the silver caps, or if 
black beads are preferred, 
please specify that on the 
order. (All beads marbled 
add $20) 
 

Chaplet $70 
This is an abbreviated version of the full Catholic Rosary.  It 
is crated with fifteen beads, a five-way medal and a 
miraculous medal center. 

 

Pocket Rosary $35 
This pocket rosary is a one decade rosary you can carry in 
your purse or pocket.  Measures 1 -5/8 inches in height.   

               Mala Beads  $145.00 
Tibeten, Zen & Mantra spacing available throughout the 108 
bead configuration that ends with a tassel.   

 

Rosary Beads Separate $75 
Comes in 54 of the 9mm beads and 6 of the 12mm beads for 
you to design and make your own jewelry. 

 

St. Christopher Visor Clip $45 
This silver-oxidized visor clip for your car features St. 
Christopher and a Guardian Angel joined by a crucifix.   
Measures 2”x3”. 

Key Fobs 
Key Fobs $45 

Silver plated key fobs are available in four designs.  
Miraculous medal, bar cross, Star of David or  
Swarovski Crystal Heart. 
 

Secret Compartment Key Fob $45 
This clever key fob has a secret compartment for matches, 
toothpicks or a little emergency cash.  It is available with 
gold tone or brushed silver hardware. 
 

Stainless Steel Key Rings $45 
Double Heart features a Capture Bead with a Swarovski 
Crystal.  The Square, Round & Rectangular can be 
embossed with an initial. 

 
Desk Set 

Twist Pen, Stylus Pen or Mechanical Pencil $55 
Each item in our gorgeous Desk Set is handcrafted with you 
flower and can be a solid color or swirled.  They are available 
in 24kt gold or chrome plated. 
 

The Russell Letter Opener $50 
Our deluxe letter opener is a s practical as it is beautiful the 
handle is handcrafted with your flowers.  24kt gold plated 
finish. 

Gifts for Men 
James Pocket Knife $150 

The pocket knife features a 4 blade Congress style folder with 
440C blades with file with and engraved nickel silver bolsters.  
Measures 4” closed. 
 

Timothy Pocket Knife $130 
This slip joint folder has a high polished 440C flat Ground 
Blade.  Measures 3 ¼” closed. 
 

Tie Tack or Tie Bar $45 
The tie tack is a wonderful way for a gentleman to preserve a 
memory.  Tack measures 5/8’ diameter and Bar 1.6”x .3”. 
 

Cuff Links Silver Plated $65 
Cuff Links Stainless Steel $75 

Cuff Links make a perfect gift for the elegant man.  They are 
approximately ½” diameter. 
 

Lincoln Money Clip $45 
Perfect for your pocket, this silver-plated money clip grips bills 
tightly.  Measures  1-1/4". 
 

Denny Gold Divot Repair Tool $50 
Divot Repair Tool is essential accessory for the golfer.  
Includes a handy belt clip.  Available in 24kt Gold or Chrome 
plating. 
 

Pocket Stone (Worry Stone)  $35 
The pocket stone is perfect for the person who doesn't wear 
jewelry but would like to keep a loved one's' memory close 
at hand.  It can be embossed with your loved one's initial.  
Approx. 1-3/4" diameter. 
 

Judith Bookmark $50 
This 5.75" sterling silver plated bookmark is the perfect gift for 
the reader in your life.  It is made with three Capture Beads and 
Swarovski crystals. 
 

Carl Bookmark $45 
It gently grips the page so it won't fall out.  Bookmarks 
measure 13/16" wide b 2-1/16" long.  Available in Chrome or 
Gold finish. 

 
 Ribbon Bookmark $40 

The 12 inch satin ribbon can be any color you desire and 
included four Capture Beads and Swarovski crystals. 
 

The Caroline Pin $50 
This gorgeous diamond shaped pin looks beautiful with 
multiple flowers swirled together, creating a marbled look.  
It can also be made with a solid color 
 

Sun Catchers 
The George Sun Catcher $45 

This ornament features five graduated 
beads with a heart shaped Swarovski 
crystal dangling for the end. 

The Mary Sun Catcher $45 
This includes four graduated capture 
beads interspersed with silver rose 
beads, ending with a heart shaped 
Swarovski crystal.  

The Frederick Sun Catcher 
$45 

This four graduated beads with a heart 
shaped Swarovski crystal dangling for 
the end. 

Snowflake Sun Catcher $50 
Featuring Capture Beads in a limitless 
combination of colors from your special 
flowers includes Swarovski crystals and 
silver rose beads. 

 
Bracelets 

All Bracelets are available with your choice of a toggle or 
lobster clasp. 

Rosary Bracelet $70 
This bracelet is crafted so the wearer can pray the rosary 
and wear their faith outwardly.  It is made with a full 
decade, one Pater bead, and one Glory Be bead.  It also 
includes a five-way medal and miraculous medal. 
 

McKinley $68 
This Traditional style bracelet combines varied size 
beads with silver balls and flower ball beads. 
 

Kennedy Catherine $80.00 
This bracelet has alternating flower and Swarovski 
briolette crystals. 
 

Madisyn $50 
Its elegant and timeless styling is sure to please.  Two 
styles of beads connected by silver chains provide a 
delicate look upon the wrist. 
 

 
Jane $68 

This bracelet features Captures Beads and sparkling 
glass beads available in pink, green, turquoise blue or 
crystal clear.  Please indicated color preference for 
Capture Beads and glass beads. 

Alexandra $45 
The bold style of the Silver Plated Alexandra is sure to 
make a statement with any outfit.  It is designed with 
twisted silver links and three sizes of beads.   
 

Regan Cristene $45 
This silver plated bracelet can be made with up to three 
flower color choices. 
 

Capture Bead Contemporary Charm $40 
These charms are handcrafted with a sterling silver core 
and can be one color or marbled with up to three colors.  
The round beads are available in three sizes, approx 10, 
12 and 14 millimeters or the square bead approx 10 
millimeters. 
 

Jumbo Contemporary Charm $60 
This is the largest of the contemporary charms, offered 
as a necklace option.  It is approx 18 millimeters. 
 

Dangle Charm $45 
A Capture bead suspended from a sterling silver ring.  
This bead is also a stopper to prevent your charms from 
falling off your bracelet. 
 

Capture Bead Traditional Charm $45 
This charm attaches easily to any charm bracelet for necklace 
with its lobster claw. 
 

Stainless Steel Men’s Bracelets 
 

Gerry Curve Chain $100 
This stainless steel bracelet is 8.5’ in length and in the 
middle holds your treasured flower. 
 

Steven Bar Chain $90 
This stainless steel bracelet is 9.5’ in length and has 
alternating flower links and stainless steel links. 
 

Donald Bike Chain $90 
This stainless steel bracelet is 8.5’ in length and in the middle 
holds your treasured flower.  

 


